
 

 

Is it the proper time to unlock our nation? 

India’s corona virus cases are spiking daily from the past two months. India has reached the 

third place in the world in the total number of corona virus cases just behind USA and Brazil. 

India has been reporting more that 20,000 corona virus cases daily from the past week. Two-

thirds of all Covid-19 deaths from March up to June-end were registered last month itself 

when the government eased most of the lockdown restrictions and rolled out Unlock-1.0 on 

June 1.1  India has now moved to its Unlock phase 2.0 since the beginning of July. Shopping 

malls, Restaurants and religious places have opened in most of the states since the beginning 

of June, which is causing the alarming spike in the cases. 

WHO recommends lifting of restrictions only if positivity rate remains below 5% for 14 days. 

India had an average daily test positivity rate of 8.73%, according to JHU data when it started 

with Unlock 1.0. 2 Some states in India have very high positivity rates such as Delhi has a 

rate of positivity of 37.82 - higher than that of Brazil (36.68 per cent). West Bengal has a test 

positivity rate of 26 per cent. Telangana and Maharashtra have test positivity rates of over 23 

per cent. Mumbai alone has a test positivity rate of over 40 per cent. Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and 

Haryana too have double-digit positivity rates.3 These statistics suggest how unprepared the 

nation is to enter the unlock phase. 

 

Spain, Germany and Italy announced the lifting of the lockdown when the corona virus cases 

were showing a downward trend. However, when Unlock 1.0 was announced and ever since 

then India is seeing an upward trend in the number of cases and death tolls. 

Economists are of the opinion that another lockdown of the nature seen before the unlock 

measures kicked in will not be feasible unless the government announces adequate 

interventions to protect jobs and earnings.4  
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Arguments in favour of uplifting the Lockdown 

In a country like India, after two months of lockdown the economy is at breaking point. The 

unemployment rates are spiking in each sector of the economy. The GDP rate for 2020-21is 

predicted to be negatives. And to further this all, with migrant labour problem, industries are 

finding it difficult to replace jobs of manual labourers and wage rates are rising. With 80 

percent unemployment in the unorganized sector5, there was an urgent need to provide some 

assistance to this sector that could be only done with restarting economic activity at a large 

scale.  Further district magistrate/local cops led economic regulation is predicted to produce 

horrifying outcomes, regionally and nationally. 6  

Christopher Wood, global head of equity strategy at Jefferies, says high-frequency data is 

already showing a pickup in activity in Indian economy and easing of lockdown is a clear 

positive. 7 

Other High risk countries mechanism of Unlocking 

Germany 

Geramany’s way of unlocking the nation has received international appreciation. Germany 

was one of the most severe hit countries by corona virus. However, it has managed to reduce 

the case rise to 500 cases per day in June. It has started reopening on a state to state basis. 

United States of America 

United States of America also opened the economy from the beginning of June. Trump 

created 2.5 million jobs in the month of May, the maximum number of jobs added in a 
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month. As the US economy is easing it is staging a sharp recovery — almost looking like the 

alphabet “V”.8 
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